Abstract I argue that evolutionary debunking arguments are dialectically ineffective against a range of plausible positions regarding moral truth. I first ( §1) distinguish debunking arguments which target the truth of moral judgements from those which target their justification. I take the latter to rest on the premise that such judgements can be given evolutionary explanations which do not invoke their truth ( § §2-3). The challenge for the debunker is to bridge the gap between this premise and the conclusion that moral judgements are unjustified. After briefly discussing older attempts to bridge this gap ( § §4-5), I focus on Joyce's recent attempt, which rests on the claim that 'we do not have a believable account of how moral facts could explain the mechanisms and forces which give rise to moral judgements' ( §6). I argue that whether or not there is such an account depends on what it is permissible to assume about moral truth in this context. Further, I suggest that it is reasonable to make assumptions about moral truth which allow for the possibility of at least partial moral epistemologies ( §6.2). The residual challenge for the debunker is to show that these assumptions are unreasonable in a way which doesn't render their debunking argument superfluous.
Introduction
How should we respond to empirical discoveries about the evolutionary origins of our moral sensibilities? Broadly speaking, there are two types of answer. Optimists hold that substantive moral claims, or theories of the nature of moral practice, or our continued engagement in moral practice, are vindicated by an evolutionary account of morality (for the first, see Casebeer 2003; Mikhail 2011; Richards 1986 ; for the second see Harms 2000; for the third see Campbell 1996) . Pessimists take moral practice -or some of its features -to be undermined or debunked by evolutionary understanding. Debunking arguments begin from a premise concerning the evolution of some aspect of moral practice, and can be distinguished by their target conclusion. Some urge that particular substantive moral theories are false or unjustified (Greene 2008; Singer 2005) . Others target metaethical theories. Street, for example, targets moral realism, according to which 'there are at least some evaluative facts or truths that hold independently of all our evaluative attitudes ' (2006: 110) . On Street's view, realists are 'unable to accommodate the fact that Darwinian forces have deeply influenced the content of human values ' (2006: 109) . Joyce (2014) calls this 'theory debunking'.
Two further types of debunking arguments target the moral judgements of ordinary folk. The first claims that we can move from evolutionary premises to a conclusion regarding the falsity of such judgements. Joyce calls this 'truth debunking' (Joyce 2014; see Joyce 2006:9; Ruse 1986: 254) . The second aims for a conclusion regarding the epistemic status of moral judgements: that they are unjustified, not knowledge or otherwise epistemically deficient. Joyce calls this 'justification debunking'. Such debunking itself comes in many flavours. For example, some arguments allow that some moral judgements might be initially justified and take evolutionary discoveries to undermine this justification. Others allow only that some moral judgements appear justified and urge that evolutionary considerations show these appearances to be deceptive (White 2010: 575 ). An orthogonal distinction concerns whether the supposed debunking proceeds from the claim that (some) moral judgements rest on ignorance or false belief about the nature of morality (ignorance exposed by evolutionary theorising) or simply from the claim that moral judgements fail to meet some necessary condition for justification (Joyce 2006: 180; Lillehammer 2003a: 571-3) . In addition, truth and justification debunking arguments can be local or global, depending on whether they target some or all moral judgements.
Joyce is perhaps the foremost proponent of a global justification debunking argument for moral judgements. He writes:
We have an empirically confirmed theory about where our moral judgments come from…This theory doesn't state or imply that they are true, it doesn't have as a background assumption that they are true, and, importantly, their truth is not surreptitiously buried in the theory by way virtue of any form of moral naturalism. This amounts to the discovery that our moral beliefs are the products of a process that is entirely independent of their truth, which forces the recognition that we have no grounds one way or another for maintaining these beliefs. (2006: 211) According to Joyce, this argument parallels the following hypothetical argument targeting Napoleon judgements:
Suppose that there were a pill that makes you believe that Napoleon won Waterloo, and another that makes you believe that he lost… [I] magine that you are proceeding through life happily believing that Napoleon lost Waterloo…and then you discover that at some point in your past someone slipped you a "Napoleon lost Waterloo" belief pill…Should this undermine your faith in your belief that Napoleon lost Waterloo? Of course it should. It doesn't show that your belief is false…but this knowledge is certainly sufficient to place this belief on the dubious list. (2006: 179) In this paper I evaluate global justification debunking arguments such as Joyce's, including the belief pill analogy. I understand such arguments as aiming to establish their conclusion independently of any truth-debunking argument. So understood, I argue that they are dialectically ineffective.
One point is worth mentioning at the outset. Many take justification debunking arguments in morality to deploy substantive metaethical assumptions of realism or cognitivism. According to the former, the epistemic credentials of moral judgements are threatened on the assumptions that (a) those judgements are cognitive and (b) that the realm of moral facts which such judgements seek to cognise exists independently of the minds and languages of human beings (Clarke-Doane 2012: 315-17; Kahane 2011: 112; Street 2006: 110) . According to the latter the epistemic credentials of moral judgements are threatened simply on the assumption of cognitivism (Handfield forthcoming; Joyce forthcoming: 5; Mason 2010: 775) . These assumptions have done much to shape discussion of justification debunking arguments. For example, those holding the former view have tended to present these arguments as parts of arguments against moral realism -the thought being that if a global moral scepticism results from an assumption of moral realism, we should reject that assumption (Street 2006: 109) .
But are the assumptions of realism or cognitivism necessary for debunking arguments? Arguably not. Such arguments target the idea that moral judgements are epistemically justified. The minimal assumption required, therefore, is simply that moral judgements are the sorts of thing that can be, or might have been, epistemically justified. But it is well known that sophisticated versions of non-cognitivism -'quasi-realist' views -hold that moral judgements can be so justified. Quasi-realists hold that there are available notions of truth and justification that can warrantedly apply to moral judgements, even though such judgements are, at root, non-representational (Blackburn 1993 ). Since such views assume that there are conditions on epistemic justification which some moral judgements meet, they are potentially vulnerable to justification debunking. Hence the following discussion assumes only that moral judgements are the sorts of things that can, or might have been, epistemically justified (Lillehammer 2010: 361) .
Evolutionary Explanations of Moral Judgements
Global justification debunking arguments such as Joyce's start from the premise that moral practice can be given an evolutionary explanation, that is, an explanation in terms of that practice's ability to increase the relative reproductive fitness of some ancestral population.
But what, precisely, do such explanations explain? According to some accounts, evolution explains why some human beings possess the capacity to deploy moral concepts in thought and language. Call this the 'capacity hypothesis'. According to others, evolution explains why some human beings are disposed to make particular types of moral judgements, distinguished by their contents. Call this the 'tendency hypothesis'. Whereas the former explains our possession of moral concepts, the latter explains our tendency to deploy those concepts in particular ways. Joyce (2006: 108-42) defends the capacity hypothesis. He suggests that the capacity to make moral judgements can aid the reproductive fitness of an individual by providing a motivational bulwark against weakness of will, and aid the fitness of a population by enabling members of that population to negotiate, test, refine and sustain co-operative social structures (Joyce 2006: 107-42) . By contrast, Street adopts the tendency hypothesis. She notes that 'one enormous factor in shaping the content of human values has been the forces of natural selection ' (2006: 114) and goes on to list particular types of moral judgement that apparently admit of such explanation. For example, 'it is clear how beneficial (in terms of reproductive success) it would be to judge that the fact that something would promote one's survival is a reason to do it' (Street 2006: 115; see Wielenberg 2010: 5; Ruse 1986 : 235-51 seems to accept both hypotheses).
Neither the capacity nor tendency hypotheses are complete explanations of all moral judgements. The capacity hypothesis by itself does not explain any moral judgements (only our capacity to make them); the tendency hypothesis only explains (the tendency to make) some moral judgements. Indeed, the striking diversity in the content of actual moral judgements counts against the view that all such judgements are the result of evolutionary forces (Kahane 2011: 118; Fraser 2014: 469; Joyce 2006: 180) . This incompleteness is one source of vulnerability in debunking arguments.
It is worth contrasting evolutionary explanations of moral practice with evolutionary explanations of other judgemental practices (Fraser 2014: 463; Joyce 2006: 182-4) . Consider, for example, dry-goods practice: the practice of thinking and talking about medium-sized dry-goods, such as boulders and cormorants. The capacity to make dry-goods judgements can be given an evolutionary explanation. But there is a crucial asymmetry with the moral case.
Whereas the capacity to make dry-goods judgements plausibly evolved in part as a mechanism to track mind-independent facts about the location, number and movements of independently existing dry-goods, the capacity to make moral judgements evolved (according to Joyce) as a mechanism to promote prosocial behaviour and help sustain co-operative social frameworks. Thus whereas the capacity to make dry-goods judgements was selected for partly on the basis of its possession enabling the possessor to track mind-independent facts, the capacity to make moral judgements was (according to Joyce) selected purely on the basis of its possession enabling (or making more likely) the performance of certain behaviours.
Thus it seems that whereas the dry-goods faculty was selected partly on the basis of its upstream tracking abilities, the moral faculty was selected purely on the basis of its downstream motivational effects. (The same point applies, mutatis mutandis, for the tendency hypothesis.) This highlights the fact that what matters in assessing justification debunking arguments is not whether our moral faculties and judgements can be given some kind of evolutionary explanation but whether the particular type of explanation offered undermines justification (Joyce 2006: 212) .
A Generic Debunking Argument
How might the foregoing feature in a justification debunking argument? Consider:
(1) All (actual, human) moral judgements can be given plausible evolutionary explanations.
(2) The process referred to in these explanations does not track moral truth.
(C) All (actual, human) moral judgements are unjustified.
Here a 'plausible' explanation is one such that its unavailability would constitute a genuine explanatory loss (Miller 2003: 286;  this account is obviously defective for many purposes, but will suffice here). The generic argument is not formally valid. Turning it into a valid argument is the task for the next three sections.
Consider (2) -the 'epistemic premise' (Kahane 2011: 106) . What does 'does not track moral truth' mean? Synonyms include: 'an off-track process' (ibid.), 'tracking failure' (Lillehammer 2010: 365) and 'a truth-mooting genealogy' (Mason 2010: 773) . Different answers to this question generate different debunking arguments. But there seems to be considerable agreement on the following, minimal, account: the process referred to in these explanations does not track moral truth insofar as these explanations do not invoke or assume the truth of the judgements concerned (Fraser 2014: 459; Joyce 2006: 183-4, 211; Mason 2010: 773; Street 2006: 155) .
Consider next (1) -the 'causal premise'. Neither the capacity nor tendency hypothesis provides a complete explanation of all moral judgements. Hence (1) does not follow from either. Given the capacity hypothesis, for example, particular moral judgements will be partly the result of the evolutionary history of the moral capacity, partly the result of more proximal environmental stimuli. There is thus the potential for debunking arguments based on this hypothesis to fall at the first hurdle (see e.g. Toner 2010 ). I will not delve into the details of this issue here. Instead I note that debunkers usually overcome this problem by assuming that whatever non-evolutionary factors are involved in the explanation of specific moral judgements, these are also truth-mooting with respect to moral truth (Kahane 2011: 106; Mason 2010: 774 (1*) All (actual, human) moral judgements can be given plausible evolutionary+ explanations.
(2*) These explanations do not invoke or assume the truth of such judgements. (3) may also be supported by non-evolutionary premises, concerning, for example, psychological or sociological explanations of moral judgements. For now though, my concern is validating the move from (3) to (C).
Redundancy
What additional premises might bridge this gap? Consider: believes that the water in the pipes has frozen because the H 2 O in the pipes is frozen'). Then it seems that the judgement can be explained without invoking or assuming its truth, but is still justified. In particular, it is justified because it can be explained by invoking a property which is the reductive basis of the property featured in the judgement. This point is general.
For example, physicists sometimes suggest that all other properties can be reduced to those quantified over by fundamental physics. If so, every judgement that we make (that isn't about physics) can be explained without explicitly invoking or assuming its truth. But this doesn't threaten all justification. So long as my judgement about the location of my cat, say, is responsive to, and explained by, the reductive basis of cat-ness, it will be justified (Lillehammer 2003a: 577; Quinn 1986: 537-49) .
There are at least two possible replies. The first is to deny that a reduction is available.
This is the option preferred by Joyce in the moral case (2006: 190-209) . But not only does this seem to be a Sisyphean task, even its completion may leave the argument vulnerable. For if reduction threatens (4a), weaker metaphysical relations may do so as well. Suppose being black supervenes on (without reducing to) the surface spectral reflectance property SSR. This is to say that the blackness of an object cannot change without its SSR-ness changing.
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Suppose that Jo's judgement that the cat is black is explained by the cat's being SSR. This means that Jo's judgement is counterfactually dependent on the cat's possession of this property. It follows that Jo's judgement is also counterfactually dependent on the cat's blackness: were the cat not black, it would not be SSR, and Jo's judgement would not result.
This seems grounds for thinking that Jo's judgement is justified. Again the point is general. A judgement can be justified even if it can be explained without invoking or assuming its truth -in particular when it can be explained by the relevant supervenience base of the property featuring in the judgement.
The second possible reply to the reduction problem accepts that a reduction or supervenience claim may be available, but insists that, as a matter of fact, the relevant judgements are explained neither by the properties referred to by the judgement itself, nor by any plausible reductive or supervenience base for those properties. But though this response delivers a more plausible version of (4a) it does so only be rendering the similarly modified version of (3) implausible. To secure validity, (3) would need to be modified to the claim that all (actual, human) moral judgements can be plausibly explained without invoking or assuming their truth, or some plausible reductive or subvening base for that truth. But such a claim is unsupported by evolutionary considerations such as the capacity hypothesis. Because such hypotheses are relevantly incomplete, it is consistent with them to suppose that some moral judgements are explained in part by invoking a plausible reductive or supervenient base for the properties they refer to (an example follows in §5.1).
The second problem with (4a) is the existence of counterexamples. I judge that the sun will rise tomorrow and that all men are mortal, both on the basis of previously observed instances, and both judgements are justified. But in neither case, it seems, does the relevant truth play a role in explaining my judgement (Dancy 1985: 34) .
Further Arguments
Redundancy employs the minimal sense of tracking failure noted above. In light of its failure, the would-be debunker may argue that there is a further -robust -sense in which moral judgements are 'off-track'. This sense may be supported either by the minimal sense itself or by the considerations which support it. This section outlines one argument of this type and considers prospects for others.
Sensitivity
The thought behind the sensitivity argument is that given evolutionary explanations such as the capacity hypothesis, we would make the same moral judgements that we have now, even if the moral truths had been different (Clarke-Doane 2012; Joyce forthcoming: 6-7; Lillehammer 2010: 365; White 2010: 581; Wielenberg 2010: 16-19 ). More formally:
(3) All (actual, human) moral judgements can be plausibly explained without invoking or assuming their truth.
Hence (4b) All (actual, human) moral judgements are insensitive to moral truth.
(5b) If a judgement is not sensitive to the truth of its content then it is not justified.
Hence (C)
All (actual, human) moral judgements are unjustified.
To say that a judgement is sensitive to the truth of its content is to say that were that content false, the judgement would not be made. (Strictly speaking, sensitivity needs to be relativized to a judgement as formed by a particular method. See Nozick 1981: 179.) Unfortunately, Sensitivity is not all it's cracked up to be. First, there is the problem that (4b) is unsupported. It follows neither directly from (3) nor from the evolutionary premises (1*) and (2*) and it is independently implausible (Clarke-Doane 2012; Wielenberg 2010: 454-6). All three can be demonstrated with the same example. Consider my judgement that Jones' torturing of Smith is wrong, which I possess partly because Jones' torturing causes unwanted agony. Grant that we can explain this judgement without invoking or assuming its truth. For example we can say that I make this judgement partly because evolution has endowed me with a moral capacity and partly because this capacity is sparked into life by the more proximal fact that Jones' torturing causes unwanted agony. Still, my judgement can be sensitive to moral truth so long as the wrongness of Jones' act supervenes on (or is reducible to) its causing unwanted agony. And that seems to be the case here. Were
Jones' act not to be wrong, it wouldn't be an act of causing unwanted agony, and hence I wouldn't judge it wrong (compare Sturgeon 1985) . In this case, my moral judgement is sensitive to moral truth even though it can be explained without invoking that truth, and even though it can be given an evolutionary+ explanation which does not invoke or assume that truth. Thus (4b) follows neither from (3) nor from (1*) and (2*), nor is it independently plausible.
There is something unsettling about this reply. It relies on two substantial moral assumptions: that Jones' torturing of Smith is wrong and that the wrongness of this act supervenes on its causing unwanted agony. But, in the context of the current argument, this is unproblematic. For the burden of proof here is with the would-be debunker. It is sufficient, to resist the argument, to show that (4b) does not follow from the premises offered in its support. To show this, all that is necessary is to show that there is a possible situation where A second set of problems for Sensitivity concerns (5b). Sensitivity does not seem necessary for justification, since false judgements can be justified, but are necessarily insensitive (Dancy 1985: 39; White 2010: 580) . Further, Sensitivity inherits well-known problems about the assessment of the counterfactual conditionals it employs (Joyce forthcoming: 5-8; Lewis 1973).
Other Arguments
Sensitivity holds that moral judgements exemplify a robust sense of 'tracking failure'. It claims that this robust sense is supported by the minimal sense and that the absence of tracking failure in this robust sense is a necessary condition for justification. The argument fails because the non-minimal sense of tracking failure does not follow from the minimal sense and because the putative necessary condition is implausible.
There are several further robust senses of 'tracking failure' available which can be used to construct arguments similar to Sensitivity. For instance, one might hold that the minimal sense of tracking failure shows moral judgements to be not safe, or contingent, or probably false, or unreliable. But all of these arguments are vulnerable in a similar way to Sensitivity. First these more robust senses of tracking failure don't follow from the minimal sense (or its supporting conditions). Second, the putative necessary conditions for 
Lack of Method
One natural response to the above dismissal of Sensitivity is as follows. It might be that some moral judgements are sensitive and it might be that one can provide particular hypothetical examples of moral judgements which satisfy this condition. But this is still not to provide any general account of the mechanisms by which humans form moral judgements such that those judgements might end up being sensitive or otherwise in good epistemic standing. In particular, it is not to provide any general account of how the mechanisms for forming moral judgements which we actually employ (or some suitably refined version of them) might constitute ways of getting into contact with moral truth. According to this argument, evolutionary explanations of our moral judgements debunk their justification insofar as they emphasise the absence of a positive epistemological story for those judgements (Fraser 2014: 470; Joyce forthcoming: 12-13).
This point has been expressed in several ways. Blackburn puts it in terms of whether we are able to explain why so-called 'correspondence conditionals' obtain. He writes:
We speak of perception whenever we think of ourselves as properly indicating the truth: in other words, when we feel able to say that 'if it hadn't been the case that p I would not be committed to p'. But this is not the end of epistemology, but its beginning, for the theorist's job is to reflect upon our right to hold such conditionals. (1993: 161)
And
We like to believe that if we exercise our sensory and cognitive faculties properly and end up believing that p, then p. What kind of theory might explain our right to any such confidence? (1993: 167; compare Field 1989: 26) Joyce holds that we lack such a theory in the moral case. He notes that 'we do not have a believable account of how moral facts could explain the mechanisms and forces which give rise to moral judgements' (forthcoming: 10).
This argument might be expressed as follows:
(3) All (actual, human) moral judgements can be plausibly explained without invoking or assuming their truth. The antecedent of (5c) is not met in the case of dry-goods judgements, since even in a time before human beings studied their own perceptual systems, they did not have an explanation of their dry-goods judgements that did not invoke their truth. But (the argument goes) this condition is met in the case of moral judgements. For not only do we lack general account of the mechanism where by our moral judgements might hook up with moral truth, we also possess an (evolutionary+) account of those judgements that nowhere invokes or assumes their truth.
How might the opponent respond? I think they can reasonably reject (4c). In the next subsection I consider one unsuccessful way of doing this. In the following subsection, I
outline a better way.
Pure Epistemology
The field of moral epistemology is not empty. There are many extant accounts of the putative mechanisms by which our moral beliefs are epistemically justified. Many of these accounts are motivated independently of the results of debates about the ontological or substantive nature of moral truth. As such they might be labelled 'pure epistemologies' (Joyce 2006: 211) . According to the current reply, the availability of these epistemologies allows the reasonable rejection of (4c).
Three of the most popular 'pure' moral epistemologies are conservativism, coherentism and foundationalism. According to conservativism moral judgements are prima facie justified in virtue of being held (Joyce 2006: 216) . According to coherentism moral judgements are justified insofar as they are part of a coherent system of judgements, including particular and general moral judgements as well as second-order judgements about the sources of our first-order judgements and the nature of moral practice (Brink 1989: 100-143 ). According to foundationalism certain moral judgements are justified insofar as they are self-evident (Ross 1930) or suitably related to foundational 'seeming states' (Huemer 2005 ).
Hybrid views are also possible (Audi 1993) .
Unfortunately for the anti-debunker, none of these epistemologies provide, by themselves, sufficient reason to reject (4c). For none goes any way to explaining why the judgements formed as a result of their method might be explained by moral truth. For example, the conservativist position, by itself, gives no reason to think that any of the judgements we happen to find ourselves with are explained by moral truth. Likewise, it is a well-worn criticism of coherentist views that a perfectly coherent set of beliefs can be false.
The problem, it seems, is that these epistemologies are too pure to provide any positive reason for thinking that the judgements they produce are in any way connected to moral truth.
It seems they pressuppose this claim, rather than independently supporting it (Joyce forthcoming: 13-17).
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An Alternative Reply
One diagnosis of the failure of the previous reply is that it is difficult to provide an account of the mechanisms whereby some moral judgements are explained by moral truth without saying anything about the nature of that truth. Just as it seems impossible to give an account of how we know the meaning of words without assuming that they have meaning, it seems impossible to give an account of how we can know moral truths without assuming that there are such truths to be known. 3 Two strategies employed by 'pure epistemologists' are worthy of mention here. The first -'innocence by association' -attempts to defend the justification conferred by moral intuitions based on a comparison with other 'seeming states', such as perceptual appearances (see Huemer 2007) . The second attempts to defend the justification of some moral intuitions by showing them not to be undermined by well-known distorting influences (Huemer 2008) . But neither strategy answers the explanatory challenge. The first merely leaves a promisory note that whatever epistemological story applies in the perceptual case also applies in the moral case (for doubts see Bedke 2008). The second supports only the negative claim that some moral intuitions are not explained in terms of well-known biases (although an implicit notion of moral truth seems to be encapsulated in the thought that these biases are distorting -see fn. 7). 4 This is an instance of a more general question: What, if anything, is it legitimate to assume about the nature of moral truth in order to answer any sceptical challenge? Another instance of this question was in the background of the discussion of Sensitivity ( §5.1). There, I assumed that it is legitimate to make substantive assumptions about moral truth in order to test the claim that an evolutionary+ explanation of moral judgements shows them to be insensitive. The arguments in this section can be redeployed as further support for the legitimacy of those assumptions.
General Principle
The first step to this conclusion is a general principle. Consider a set of judgements concerning a putative subject matter -S-judgements -a set of truths which constitute that subject matter -S-truths -and a general account of how such truths could help explain some of those judgements -an S-epistemology. The following principle appears undeniable: In order to be justified in claiming that there is no plausible S-epistemology we need to make non-trivial assumptions about the nature of S-truth. This can be seen using a variant of the concept pill scenario. Suppose we are told that X-judgements are (partly) the result of being slipped a pill which gives us X-concepts. Does this show that there is no plausible Xepistemology? Hardly. For unless we are told something about the nature of X-truth, we cannot rule out that it features in the explanation of some of our X-judgements. X-truth might, for example, be truth concerning the composition of the pills we were slipped.
Returning to Joyce's belief and concept-pill cases, it is only because we make tacit non-trivial assumptions about the nature of Napoleon-truth -viz. that Napoleon is a physical being who exists independently of our own minds and who has nothing to do with the pills we were slipped -that we take the scenario described to show that there is no plausible Napoleonepistemology.
Having established the general principle, it follows that in order to assess whether or not there is a plausible moral epistemology -i.e. whether or not (4c) is true -we need to make non-trivial assumptions about moral truth.
Formal vs. Substantive Assumptions
But which non-trivial assumptions are legitimate? We can distinguish two types of answer.
epistemology we are permitted only to make non-trivial assumptions about S-truth which do not (by themselves) entail any substantive S-claims. For example, a non-trivial yet formal assumption about Napoleon-truth is that it is truth concerning a mind-independent physical being. A non-trivial yet formal assumption about moral truth is that it is mind-independent in Street's sense ( §1). Two further non-trivial yet formal assumptions about moral truth are suggested by Joyce (2006: 57-64) : that it concerns requirements on action that are inescapable (i.e. do not depend on the agents to whom they apply having relevant motives) and that have rational authority (i.e. necessarily entail practical reasons). These assumptions are formal insofar as they do not entail that the Napoleon-related or moral properties are ever instantiated: they merely tell you what those properties would be like, were they to be instantiated.
According to the substantive view, in assessing whether or not there is a plausible Sepistemology we are permitted to make non-trivial assumptions about S-truth which entail substantive S-claims. In other words, according to the substantive view, it is permissible, in constructing an S-epistemology, to assume the approximate truth of some of our positive Sjudgements.
Which view should we prefer? The formal view seems prima facie legitimate, at least in some cases. Suppose a friend claims that they can communicate with ghosts -non-physical beings not bound by physical laws. In assessing whether or not there is a plausible general account of how ghost-truths could explain some of our friend's ghost-judgements we need to make some assumptions about ghost-truth (e.g. that it is truth concerning non-physical beings) but we surely grant our friend too much if we permit them to assume, for the task of constructing their ghost-epistemology, that auntie's ghost lives in the attic.
Yet in other cases the formal view seems inappropriate. Consider dry-goods judgements. Suppose that in assessing whether or not there is a plausible dry-goods epistemology we are permitted only to make formal assumptions about dry-goods truth -for example that it is truth concerning mind-independent material entities. On such a slender basis, constructing an epistemology is impossible. Unless we begin with the substantive assumption that we ourselves are dry-goods, possessed with sense organs which provide some type of connection to other dry-goods, and inhabiting a dry-goods world somewhat like our initial dry goods judgements take it to be, we cannot begin to investigate in detail how some of our dry-goods judgements might be explained by dry-goods truth. But once we make such assumptions the beginning of a dry-goods epistemology (involving, for example, details about the functioning of our sense organs) is relatively easy to construct. This partial epistemology can in turn might help illuminate how some (perhaps most) of our dry-goods are well explained by dry-goods truth, while others (including some of those on which we initially relied) are not so explained, and should be disowned. From here, further processes of refinement, such as eliminating inconsistencies and arbitrariness, adding further beliefs that increase overall coherence and weeding-out judgements based on unjustified assumptions, can help create a more complete theory of the dry-goods world (perhaps even including details about the evolutionary history of certain humanoid dry-goods and their perceptual capacities). This in turn can help us provide a more complete epistemology, and clearer ideas of when our dry-goods judgements are in error (because the result of known distorting influences). In this way a gradual process of refinement emerges, with our initial judgements helping to construct a tentative epistemology, which may in turn (together with processes of reasoning and reflection) help us refine our theory of the dry-goods world, which in turn will helps refine our epistemology, and so on. The success of such an account is neither trivial nor inevitable (Shogenji 2000) , but importantly it seems impossible to get off the ground without assuming, at the outset, the defeasible justifiedness of some substantive dry-goods judgements (Field 1989 : 25-30, cf. Boyd 1988 If p is a thesis from basic physical theory, only the theory itself… Any attempt at a background, an underwriting of the conditional from outside the theory, is certain to be bogus. (1993: 167) If so, in assessing whether or not there is a plausible general account of how S-truths could explain some of our S-judgements, it is sometimes legitimate to make substantive assumptions about the nature of S-truth. But: Is it legitimate in the moral case?
Epistemology for Mind-Dependent Conceptions of Moral Truth
Suppose that it is not. On this formal view, in assessing whether or not there is a plausible moral epistemology we are not permitted to make substantive moral assumptions. Does it follow that there is no plausible moral epistemology? Not necessarily. We saw in the case of ghost-judgements and dry-goods judgements that it was impossible to construct a plausible epistemology while only making particular formal assumptions about the relevant truths. In both cases, the formal assumptions included the assumption that the relevant truth is (or would be) mind-independent. But suppose that the assumptions in the moral case include the thought that moral truth is mind-dependent. 5 This is to say that that moral truth concerns the instantiation of properties which satisfy the following schema:
Object, x, possesses property M iff. x tends to elicit R from P in C.
Where R is a reaction (such as an emotion), P a set of persons and C a set of circumstances (such as conditions of full imaginative acquaintance). To capture genuine mind-dependence, the conditions on the right-hand side must also be specifiable independently of the extension of M (Johnston 1989) .
There are many possible versions moral mind-dependence. But the present concern is just whether such an account can help construct a moral epistemology. And it seems that it can. As Lewis notes:
In general, to find out whether something is disposed to give response R in conditions C, you can put it in C and find out whether you get R. (1989: 116; see Lillehammer 2010: 577) Hence, on the view that moral properties are mind-dependent, moral judgements formed as a result of people placing themselves in (or approximating) circumstances C and seeing whether, in those circumstances, they have reaction R, will be partly explicable in terms of moral truth. (Perhaps this is just the method we employ when using thought experiments in ethics.) Hence, even if we are not permitted to make substantive assumptions about moral truth in order to construct a moral epistemology, the purely formal assumption that moral truth is mind-dependent allows us to do so.
In response, debunkers might reject the assumption that moral truth is minddependent. Joyce argues that construing moral truth as mind-dependent fails to accommodate the fact that moral properties, when instantiated, provide requirements which are inescapable and rationally authoritative (2006: 190-209 Second, one might think that the mere fact that the debunking argument would succeed were one to reject moral mind-dependence casts doubt on that rejection (this is one way of understanding Street 2006) . 6 That is, one might tollens the following ponens:
If moral truth is not mind-dependent, then (by the Lack of Method argument) all (actual human) moral judgements are unjustified.
(ii) Moral truth is not mind-dependent.
Hence
(iii) All (actual human) moral judgements are unjustified.
At this point there is dialectical stalemate. Joyce accepts (i), (ii) and (iii). The alternative accepts (i), not-(iii) and not-(ii). Joyce may insist that his position is preferable, since (ii) is independently more plausible than not-(iii). But in fact the very same types of reasons which Joyce cites in support of (ii) support the denial of (iii). One type of argument Joyce gives is a version of the argument from moral appearances (Glassen 1959; Joyce 2001: 12-16 ).
According to this argument the way in which ordinary moralisers use moral language reveals the linguistic conventions which govern moral discourse and (thus) delineates our conception of moral truth. Further, when we look at this usage, we see that ordinary moralisers deploy 6 Given the previous footnote, the following argument over-simplifies a little. For Joyce's debunking argument to work here, his metaethical arguments need to rule our both the view that moral truth is mind-depedent and the view that it is the truth revealed supposing our moral terms function semantically as rigid designators. Nevertheless the same point applies: the arguments Joyce gives against such conceptions of moral truth are not sufficiently robust to refute them in the context where we grant Joyce's assumption that his alternative conception of moral truth leads to moral scepticism. moral language in a way which confirms the assumption that moral truth is (conceived as) mind-independent. Unfortunately, in the current context a similar argument supports the view that some (actual, human) moral judgements are justified. For when we look at the way people use moral language and concepts, we see that this use reveals a conception of moral truth such that some of our current judgements are justified (if approximate) intimations of it.
One potential lesson here is that actual usage reveals that everyday morality exemplifies no coherent conception of moral truth (Lillehammer 2003b) . But it doesn't follow from this that the best coherent conception of moral truth is the Joycean version (which eschews epistemological optimism in favour of mind-independence) rather than the alternative (which eschews mind-independence in favour of epistemological optimism).
The second type of argument Joyce gives for (ii) is that views which take moral truth to be mind-dependent cannot accommodate the inescapability and rational authority of moral truth (2006: 190-199) . These are, in turn, 'non-negotiable' features of moral practice: ideas about the nature of moral truth such that, if they were not assented to by a population of speakers, that population would not be interpreted as engaging in moral practice at all (2001: 3-4; 2006: 199-209) . Here again the problem is that if the argument goes through in the case of the assumptions of inescapability and rational authority, it also goes through in the case of the assumption that some of our (actual, human) moral judgements are justified. For a population of speakers and thinkers otherwise like us, but who took none of their moral judgements to be justified, could scarcely be considered to be engaging in moral practice.
Even if the arguments of the last two paragraphs are unsuccessful, the previous point stands. Given our current assumptions about what it is permissible to assume when constructing a moral epistemology, it is reasonable to accept (4c) only if one has sufficient independent reason to reject the claim that moral truth is mind-dependent. The set of philosophers who deny that there is such reason is not empty. It includes, for example, Brower (1993) , Lewis (1989) , Railton (1986) , Smith (1989) and Street (2006) .
Epistemology for Mind-Independent Conceptions of Moral Truth
The previous subsection considered the formal view as applied to the moral case. Now consider the alternative. On this, substantive, view, in assessing whether or not there is a plausible general account of how moral truth could explain some of our moral judgements, it is legitimate to make substantive assumptions about moral truth.
There are at least two versions of this approach. According to the first -reductivistversion the relevant assumptions include claims regarding the identity of moral with natural properties. For example, one might hold that the property of moral rightness is identical with the property of being maximally pleasure-producing (it does not follow that the two phrases are synonymous). According to the second -non-reductivist -version the relevant assumptions include both formal claims about the nature of moral properties (e.g. that they are mind-independent) and substantive claims about the distribution of their instances.
According to both versions moral truth is relevantly mind-independent. But non-reductive views are compatible with taking the relevant substantive assumptions to be partial accounts of moral truth -that is, assumptions which do not specify necessary and sufficient conditions for an action to be right or a state of affairs good (for example), but which nevertheless include some substantive claims.
If it is legitimate to make substantive moral assumptions in the process of assessing whether or not there is a plausible general account of how moral truth could explain some of our moral judgements then, it seems, it is relatively easy to construct a moral epistemology.
For example, assuming utilitarianism, all judgements of rightness formed after a process which is sensitive to facts about which actions maximise pleasure would be explicable in terms of moral truth. Or consider the view that 'what's morally good has to do with behaviors that promote rather than hinder wellbeing' (Brosnan 2011: 62) or which answer to fundamental human needs (Boyd 1988 §4.3) . Again, judgements of goodness formed by a process sensitive to facts about which actions promote wellbeing or fundamental needs will be good candidates for judgements that are explicable by moral truth. Or consider the view that what's just for a society has to do with which social arrangements best satisfy or respect the deeply held concerns of its members. Then judgements of justice formed after a process that is sensitive to such facts are good candidates for being explicable by moral truth. In these latter cases, anti-debunkers can even co-opt elements of Joyce's evolutionary account into their epistemology, since if, as Joyce's theory claims, one role of moral judgements is to facilitate productive schemes of social co-operation, we can expect such judgements to be somewhat sensitive to facts about human needs and concerns, and about which schemes of co-operation best promote these (cf. Boyd 1998 §4.4) . Insofar as these latter cases also begin with substantive assumptions about moral truth that are partial, they are compatible with a process of refinement that mirrors that described in the dry-goods case ( §6.2.2), whereby initial assumptions about moral truth help generate a tentative moral epistemology, which in turn helps refine our sense of which of the initial assumptions are, after all, trustworthy, which in turn helps further our theory of moral truth, which allows us in turn to with refine the epistemology, and so on, until ultimately a complete conception of moral truth and the nature of our contact with it is reached. This, of course, is just the method of broad reflective equilibrium in ethics (Boyd 1988 §4.2; Brink 1989: 122-33; Enoch 2010: 428; Wright 1996: 11 First, one might appeal to the analogy of the poisoned well, or the principle of junkin/junk-out (Street 2006: 123-4, 140) . The thought here is that a moral epistemology cannot begin by making assumptions whose epistemic credentials are themselves in doubt. But sawn of rhetorical imagery, this argument is no more than the re-assertion of the applicability of the formal view to the moral case. Furthermore, the current context is one of attempting to provide independent support for a premise in a global justification debunking argument. This is not a context where the epistemic credentials of all moral judgements are as yet in doubt.
7 Four further arguments can be dealt with quickly. The first holds that the fact that moral judgements can be explained without citing moral truth shows that the factors which explain them are a distorting influence (Fraser 2014: 469; Street 2006: 121) . This argument fails since the metaphor of distortion only makes sense given substantive assumptions about moral truth (Lillehammer 2003a: 375; White 2010: 590) . The second suggests that were we 'allowed to rely on some substantive moral claims in assessing the reliability of moral faculties, then we would be effectively [and implausibly] immunizing a class of moral beliefs from genealogical doubts' (Shafer-Landau 2012: 21) . But according to the reflective-equilibrium methodology outlined above, no judgement is completely immune from doubt -rather, certain judgements are presumed to be presumptively justified for the purposes constructing an epistemology. Both the failure to construct such an epistemology, and its details, may be sufficient to undermine the justification of any given judgement (and this applies in both the perceptual and the moral cases; cf. Wielenberg 2016: 93.) The third holds that any substantive assumptions we make are illegitimate because contingent, i.e. we could have easily begun with different assumptions. But, this point is too general since it would equally rule out, for e.g., relying on substantive assumptions in the dry-goods case (for discussion of this contingency in the scientific case see Boyd 1988 §3.3 and in the moral case see Boyd 1988 §4.4 and Lillehammer 2010: 375-77) . Fourth it might be illegitimate to make substantive moral assumptions because, unlike in the case of dry-goods judgements, we have no way of testing or validating (e.g. in terms of predictive power) the theories of the moral domain that may result (see Boyd 1988 §4.2) . But this is question-begging in the current context, since it amounts to the demand that moral theory be assimilated to scientific theory.
Second, one might think that the level of disagreement in moral judgements counts against assuming even the approximate truth of any (positive) moral judgement when constructing a moral epistemology. However, on this view, the strength of the debunking argument depends entirely on premises about the scope and nature of moral disagreement.
These premises are both highly contentious and have been taken to feature in distinct arguments for moral scepticism (see e.g. Decker & Groll 2013). On this view, therefore, the evolutionary debunking argument is at best redundant, at worst unsound.
Third, one might hold that insofar as one of the tasks of metaethics is to locate moral practice within the world-view which begins with dry-goods judgements and ends with a fully developed natural science, we should not begin this task by assuming the actual instantiation of any moral properties (by contrast, there is no 'location' problem for science;
Blackburn 1993: 166). However, on this view the current debunking argument is no threat to those who deny the naturalistic methodological assumption that the task of metaethics includes a placing of moral properties within the natural realm (McDowell 1985) .
Furthermore, even methodological naturalists may question whether their naturalism precludes them from assuming the approximate truth of some moral judgements when constructing a moral epistemology. After all, one notable feature of the natural phenomenon of moral practice is that practically all its practitioners are convinced of the truth of some moral judgements, and a plausible explanation of this is that some of those judgements are (approximately) true.
Finally, the debunker might argue that reflection on the nature of moral properties supports the error-theoretic view that such properties cannot be instantiated and hence that we are not permitted to assume the approximate truth of any moral judgement when constructing a moral epistemology. However, on this view the debunking argument is entirely dependent on a distinct truth-debunking argument (see §1). Furthermore, one might question the latter: it seems that the very same sorts of considerations which support the error-theoretic claim that moral judgements are cognitive also support that claim that some of those judgements are at least approximately true (Kirchin 2010) .
Hence it seems that there is no reason as yet to think that it is illegitimate to begin the task of constructing a moral epistemology by making any substantive moral assumptions.
Still, the debunker might reply -and this is point (b) above -that none of the particular substantive assumptions with which anti-debunkers begin this task are plausible. This seems to be Joyce's view:
I'll go out on a limb and assert…that we do not have a believable account of how moral facts could help explain the mechanisms and forces that give rise to moral judgments. Maybe we could come up with one, but we don't have one now. Some people think that they already have believable accounts, but they're mistaken…Utilitarians, for example, believe that they can explain how moral facts relate to moral judgments, but anyone who isn't a utilitarian (i.e., most people) thinks that they're mistaken. Kantians…believe that they can explain how moral facts relate to moral judgments, but anyone who isn't a Kantian (i.e., most people) thinks that they're mistaken. And so on. It doesn't really add anything shocking to this…picture to accept the view that all people who think that they can explain how moral facts relate to moral judgments are mistaken.
(Forthcoming: 10)
But note the assumption of this passage: that in order to construct an account of how moral facts could explain some of our moral judgements, we need a complete account of moral truth, such as utilitarianism. Joyce may be right that this is one way of proceeding, but it is not the only way. Given the analogy with dry-goods judgements, all that is required to get the epistemological story off the ground is the assumption of the approximate truth of some judgements: the content of these judgements needn't constitute a complete account of moral (or dry-goods) truth.
The upshot is as follows. We have seen no particular reason to consider it illegitimate, for the task of constructing a moral epistemology, to begin by assuming the approximate truth of some (positive) moral judgements. Given this, it is possible to begin to construct a plausible account of how moral truth might be involved in the explanation of some of our moral judgements, and thus reject (4c).
Summary and 0bjection
Here, then, is my response to the Lack of Method argument. Whether or not there is a plausible general account of how moral truths could help explain some of our moral
judgements depends on what it is permissible to assume about moral truth in order to construct such an account. If we make the formal assumption that moral truth is minddependent then such an account is available and (4c) can be rejected. 8 Distinct moral epistemologies are also available if we assume that moral truth is mind-independent, but add to this substantive assumptions about the distribution of moral properties. Some such assumptions are complete accounts of moral truth, and I agree with Joyce that many such assumptions are implausible. But other assumptions are merely partial and, crucially, these are enough to begin to construct a moral epistemology, and hence reject (4c). Further, we have seen no particular reason to think that, in the moral case, making such substantive assumptions is illegitimate. (At least, no reason that is compatible with evolutionary justification debunking arguments maintaining independent force.)
One final reply from the would-be debunker runs as follows. 'I accept that there are many types of metaethical view which can reject (4c). In particular (4c) can be rejected by those who accept a mind-dependent conception of moral truth, by those who take moral properties to be reducible to particular natural properties, and by those who believe that moral truth is mind-independent, non-reducible, but supervenient on particular aspects of natural truth. But all these views are implausible for independent reasons. Both mind-dependent and reductionist views fail to capture the non-negotiable elements of inescapability and rational authority, and the non-reducible view is ruled out by Ockham's razor' (Joyce 2006: 190-211) .
One potential problem with this argument is the possibility of a quasi-realist view which provides expressivist-friendly interpretations of the claims that moral truth is mindindependent and non-reducible, and which doesn't violate Ockham's razor (Blackburn 1993) .
But putting this aside, even if the above reply is accepted the evolutionary debunking argument would be redundant. For if we have good reason to think that moral truth is neither reducible to any natural truth nor existent but irreducible, then we have a much more direct argument for thinking that none of our moral judgements are justified. For if we know that moral truth does not exist, we know that none of our (positive) judgements about it are justified.
Conclusion
Here is a tentative hypothesis to diagnose the fact that some find justification debunking arguments compelling, while others are unmoved. The former consider it illegitimate, for the task of answering sceptical challenges, to assume even the approximate truth of any substantive moral judgement. Such people find premises like (4c) plausible. Conversely, the latter consider it legitimate, for the same task, to assume the approximate truth of some moral physics, the epistemic validation of our moral judgements can only come from a position within the relevant practice. If this is right, progress in debunking debates will only be made by addressing the underlying question of what it is legitimate to assume (about relevant truth) in answering sceptical challenges. This will involve, in turn, a clear grasp of the intended import, independence and generality of each sceptical challenge. More particularly, in the case of evolutionary debunking arguments of morality the challenge for the justification debunker will be to give independent arguments for their constraints on constructing moral epistemologies which do not also render their debunking argument superfluous.
